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Value-Added
Services
About
Commerce Energy Group
Commerce Energy Group, Inc. is a leading independent U.S.
electricity and natural gas marketing company, operating through
its wholly owned subsidiaries, Commerce Energy, Inc. and Skipping
Stone Inc. Commerce Energy is publicly traded on the American
Stock Exchange (AMEX) under the symbol: EGR.
Today, Commerce Energy serves a broad base of residential,
commercial and industrial customers located across the U.S. in
energy deregulated states. Commerce Energy is licensed by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and by state regulatory
agencies as an unregulated retail marketer of natural gas and
electricity.
The company was founded as Commonwealth Energy Corporation
in 1997 to market electricity to California deregulated energy
customers. In 2004, the company acquired Skipping Stone Inc.,
which offers consulting services to utilities, wholesale merchants,
energy-technology vendors and natural-gas pipeline companies.
Commonwealth also was first publicly traded in July of 2004.
Commonwealth and subsidiary companies were branded as
Commerce Energy, Inc. in 2005. In 2006, Commerce Energy
purchased commercial and industrial customer accounts from
Houston Energy Services Company (HESCO) to triple natural gas
sales volumes.
For nearly a decade, customers have relied on Commerce Energy
to deliver competitive pricing, innovative product offerings and
personalized customer care in addition to quality gas and electric
services. Visit our Web site for more information.

www.CommerceEnergy.com

Retail Chains
We have expertise in providing cost-saving, flexible energy
solutions to our customers who manage energy supply for multiple
locations. Our energy experts understand your requirements, from
both a portfolio and single-location perspective. We will develop
billing and information services that are tailored to match your
specific needs.

Communities / Co-ops / Municipalities
We excel in providing energy services to communities, co-ops and
municipalities. Commerce Energy will customize energy services
to meet your organization’s specific needs, while focusing on cost
reduction and personalized service. We are your single-source
energy services provider.

Small- and Medium-Sized Businesses
We understand that time is money. Accordingly, we offer a costeffective, flexible and seamless range of solutions to meet your
energy needs. Commerce Energy’s services will exceed your
expectations and add measurable value. You can use the time you
save worrying about energy costs and supply to more profitably
focus on your company’s bottom line.

Service Only Begins with the Sale
Commerce Energy commits to being there for you. Our energy
experts are not only skilled at listening to your requirements and
finding the right solutions for your particular energy needs, our
team stays with you to answer your questions. We deliver on our
promises.

Meeting the Challenges
We understand how challenging the energy markets can be.
Commerce Energy will help you manage your organization’s
energy requirements, gain control of the volatile energy markets
and stabilize your overhead costs. We constantly monitor the
markets and use our research to meet your energy needs.
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